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Changes Made at WBIM 
By Matt. Peter Donoghue 
It has certainly been a long 
time in the coming, but on 
Tuesday, Feb. 7, Student 
Union Director Dr. Richard 
Veno announced that Chris 
Harwood, who had been 
serving as interim Program · 
Di rector, had been chosen 
from candidates including 
Harwood, Scott Levison, 
Scott Swanson. and J·oe 
Gouveia, as the new WBIM 
Program Director.He will be 
succeeding Jim Magner, who 
was dismissed early last fall. 
In a, related move, Veno 
created the new position of 
"Assistant to the Program 
Director". Scott Levison, bet-
ter known to the BSC com-
munity as ''Scooter Living-
. ston", was hired to fill that 
post. · 
This action seems to indi-
cate the end o~ a year of 
new begining. In an.interview 
with· The Comment, Dr, Veno 
said, 14 1 am pleased with the 
way the radio station is pro-
gressing ~ both in terms of 
equipment and facilities and 
in terms· of on-air quality. 
"Chris (Harwood) is very 
competent and has proven 
himself on the interim basis. 
He is a good organizer and 
has a good knowledge of 
broadcasting, and can make 
WBIM run effectively.'' 
When questioned on the 
subject of student autonomy 
at the radio station, Veno was 
more tentative, saying ''l'm 
content to let the Program 
Director and station leader-
ship have consi9erable flexi-
bility," but declined to 
comment further on what he 
meant by 11 considerable 0 • 
Veno feels that some of the 
criticism leveled against him 
is unfair. "My visibility is not a 
Tuition Hikes Slated Grad Speaker Uncertain 
Next Semester 
By Bill Brassil 
Chancel or John. D,uff has 
announced that.the Board of 
Reagents of Higher Educa-
tion are considering a 10%-:-
15% increase in tuition,for~ll · 
state supported schools and . 
universities. · 
The proposed increase 
would take. place .this Sep-
tember adding approxi-
mately $170.00 to the tuition 
portion of the student's bill. -
This does not incfude the 
increases in dormitory 
charges, which .. ~re .. >also. 
scheduled to take effectthls· 
September., Com J:! lete 
detaJls. are not·· yet available 
at pres·s time. Watoh· The 
Comment for. more i.nfonna-· 
ti on. 
By Paul Foster Vice President of Student 
Services, Dukakis informed 
the school that he would be 
Although graduation exer- available to speak, then he 
cises for the Class of 1984 are realized later that he also had. 
more than three months another function scheduled 
. away; problems .are already for the same day, thus posing 
beginning to arise. Governqr a conflictD-eep had also said 
Michael R' Dukakis who that he was unsure whether 
,,accepted BS C's invitation. to or not Dukakis will come. He 
be the··· Commencement also .. hadmentioned the pos-
Speake·r; has now informed sibility of moving Com-
. the college Of a possible con-. mencement_ to Friday,. May 
flicf with the May 26'gradua~ 25, which would alleviate any 
· tion date. · · probl~ms of ·cronflicts and 
According to David Deep, allow the Governor to speak. 
After meeting with the 
Convo.cation Advisory Com-
.mittee yesterday, President 
Adrian Rondileau informed 
The, Comment that gradua-
tion will be held at the regular 
time on May 26, and the com-
mittee is in the process of 
finding another speaker, Th.e 
feedback from the students 
regarding the proposed 
changeJn the date, signified 
to the committee that a 
change in the date would not 
be warranted. · 
No Guards -at Hill 
By Meg Snow 
The security checkpoint 
at . the b.ottom of the road 
·leading to the S,hea/Durgin 
dorms .was only used for a 
short time, and now it is 
totally abandoned. Why? 
Maureen Fit_zgerald, the 
Direqtor of Housing at the 
college, explained that pres~ 
ently .there is no need for it. 
"We don't have the same· 
problems (as before) where 
other people came down (to 
the college) just for the par-
~ies. They have been elimi-
nated by campus security." 
Fitzgerald also .noted that 
previously there had. heen a 
shortage of officers, but now 
"as far as .security goes, 
we're operating at full 
capacity with the Institution 
Protection Persons and the 
Campus Police.who use two 
_cruisers every nighttopatrol 
the .lots, com morts, and the 
Shea/Durgin area." 
She also cited that "the 
RA's and the GRA's are 
. enforcing· regulations and 
the students are being more 
responsible.'' 
Continuing, she added 
that. the checkpoint "pre-
vented a lot of problems by 
stopping people and aski'ng 
their business here and it 
deterred a lot of them~ .. if the 
need arises it'IJ be,· used 
again." 
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Dear Editor: 
I'm voting for Matt 
Donoghue for Senator-At-
Large because he has exem-
plified leadership traits that 
- • are worthy to be noted. As 1st 
Vice-President of the-SGA, I 
have observed him firsthand. 
A worker and a dedicated 
individual; right, wrong or 
indifferent he takes a stand 
and acts acc.ordingly. 
As Senator-At-Large, if 
you vote for anyone. else it 
would be a crime. Matt has 
experience as he is a member 
of ·the All-College Commit-
tee. He actively participates 
at Student Government 
meetings and is always 
abreast of college activities, 
problems, etc ... 
In conclusion, Matt acts on 
behalf of the students here at 
Bridgewater and that, ladies 
and gentlemen, is a rare 
attribute in Student Govern-
ment these days. He has time 
to listen to your problems 
and 1J1ay take action on it as 
he feels right, but he takes 
action. 
~mper fl, 
David A Kutcher 
~· 
Editor's View 
There is one constant in 
the ever-changing soap 
opera that takes place every 
Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. in 
the Student Government 
Chambers. That constant is 
1st Vice-President David A. 
Kutcher. 
In the last year, I have 
attended many SGA meet-
ings, and I have a few things 
to share with you. 
however, the meeting ran 
like clockwork. 
I am not trying to put down 
individual members of the 
SGA, because I think that 
collectively they do a good 
job and have provided a 
number of worthwhile pro-
jects for the students of 
Bridgewater State College. 
However, if any concerned 
BSC student decided to 
attend one of these meet-
ings, believe me, their first 
impression would not be 
positive. 
-~--~······························································· 
First of all, I have only 
been to meetings under the 
present administration, so 
my perspective is somewhat 
narrow. Also, I'm not expe-
rienced in Student Govern-
ment. However, as a 
concerned student, I do 
have some thoughts about 
what I see going on up there. 
First of all, there is a lack 
of discipline in the SGA. A 
bit of comic relief is tolerable 
and sometimes necessary; 
but ridiculo'us farces, ges-
tures, and unnecessary 
comments are not needed. 
Everyone on the SGA are 
mature college people and 
they shouM act that way. 
They are dealing with a sub-
stantial amount of money 
and students should realize 
this. 
achieving a more efficient 
government. The first is that 
members of the SGA must 
follow office policy. As Vice 
President Kutcher has 
pointed out to me, members 
of the Senate and Executive 
Board have trouble with the 
simple task of hanging up 
their coats and keeping 
office hours. If discipline is 
to start anywhere, it must 
start with office policy. The 
second step in achieving 
this efficiency is following 
parliamentary procedlJ(e. 
Mr. Kutcher has made an 
honest effort to run his 
meetings "by the book". It is 
up to the Senators and Exec-
utive Board members to be 
familiar with the procedure 
and follow it. 
Dear Editor: professors from MIT,. 
Catholic University, the 
Universities of Connecticut, 
Wisconsin, Massachusetts, 
and professionals from the 
US Dept. of Trade and the 
State Department. It was a 
ch.alfenging and stimulating 
experience. 
In closing, I would like to 
say that I have seen some 
encouraging things coming 
out of the last two meetings. 
I hope things continue to 
improve for the students' 
sake. 
Last weekend, we three 
BSC students attended ·the 
annual four-day Student 
Conference on I nternationar 
Affairs at Mt. Holyoke 
College. Joining with over 
one hundred other students 
from northeast colleges, 
from Col by to Princeton, 
Williams to Cornell, we 
participated in workshop 
discussions on the problems 
We wquld like to express 
our appreciation to President 
Rondileau, Vice-President -
Dillman, to Dr. Emanuel 
Maier of the Earth Sciences . 
Dept., and Mr. Peter Hartel, 
Staff Associate, Student 
One of the most positive 
things that has come out of 
the meetings is the honest, 
hard work that Kutcher has 
incorporated into. his posi-
tion. When he first took 
office, he had his problems, 
as one would imagine. How-
ever, it was apparent 
throughout the course of 
last semester and on into 
this one that he has made a 
sincere effort to learn parlia-
mentary procedure. 
There are two important, 
necessary steps toward 
Your Editor, 
Gregory ~· Mathis 
:·and goals of Foreign Aid, the 
International Debt Crisis and 
. G\obal Poverty. Other 
workshop subjects were 
National Security-and Trade 
Protectionism. The delegates 
listened to addresses, panel 
· .Services for this excellent 
opportuni~y. · Kutcher's contributions to the meetings have been evi-
dent. in recent weeks. Two 
weeks ago, Mr. Kutcher was 
not 'present at the meeting, 
his first absen·ce since tak-




' ' . . . 
.......................... '••······························•·.•·,·····:-······~· 
Dear Editor: greater losses, f).Slfl tt~eru a 
The Februa,ry , ~ artjpJ~, ',,, · " · · · · ' ' 
. if"\9 office.and. the rl)eetL 
• • ', ·,:· ' •. ··l'<i· . '·i - . ·~,:·,' ;.·<,. ·;:· ·~.· •' 
Presidential Censorshlp.~ · 
Preservation or Paranoia?, 
unfortunately, censors out 
reasonable arguments why 
the public, {1.t times1 should 
not have a right to know. Kim 
Murphy cites. Grenada's 
press converage freeze· by 
the Reagan ad ministration. 
The Grenadian Rescue 
·Mission was successful, but 
had the press been informed, 





during the Civil War, sta e 
that one reporter was equal dent didn't do an adequate 
to 1 o:ooo spies. My great ; . job, but it was obvious that 
grandfather Michael Lyons' Kutcher's leadership was 
brother Martin Lyons was missing· ·Last Tuesday. 
killed at the Battle of Antie- Kutcher handled the meet-
nem, at age 18 in 1862; and ing without his parliameh-
his· first cousin, Michael tary advisor, and it was one 
Lyons, who enlisted the same of the b~st run meetings in 
day ·as Martin, sustained recent memory. Of course, 
many inj.uries in battle_ during nothing signlficantwas dis-
cussed under the categories 




Gregory C. Mathis 
Managing Editor 
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All of the following dates are Thursdays and 
are subject to change. 
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The Comment is a student supported and oper-
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ial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in 
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p~bllcat1on of all material herein is'prohibited 
without the expressed written permission of the 
E_ditor-in-Chief. All materials submitted become 
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~ the p.roperty of The Comment. Le.tters to the Edi-
~· tor are encouraged but' may be limited to 250 
·~ ~ords or le~s an-d must be typed. Letters, classi-i f!ed advertisements .and all .other written mate-
e. rials are subj~ct to condensation. Advertising 
..... ra.tes .... are a~a~lable upon request." Any person 
t wishing to 1om The Comment should contact 
~ either Hie Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Edi-
; tor. All correspondence should be. adqressed to 
The Comment, Student Union Building, Bridge-
water State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324. 
elephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158. 
eetlr1gs are held each Tuesday at 11 :oo In 
The Comment office. 
Thursday, February 16, 1984 The Comment 3 
Campaign Letter Announcements 
Attention: Learning Disabled 
My name is Joseph A. being spent? Students of I believe they could be doing Are you having· difficulties in the classroom due to your 
Gouveia and I am running for BSC are not well'informed of a better job. isability? Do you need questions answered concerning 
Senator at large. I do not where their money is going. Only with-student support notetaker and reader services; books on tape, or just someone 
believe I can change things Much of the money is spent can I be elected. Vote Joseph 0 talk to who also has a teaming disability? 
by snapping my fingers (for without the students A. Gouveia for Senator at Find out more about learning disabilities and what services 
the SGA has had its share of knowing about it. If elected, I large, and together we can re available to you! Attend the Learning Disabled Student 
problems), but I am willing to would stand up for student make the system work in a ub Committee Meeting. 
give it a hard working try if rights, see where the money better fashion than it is now. Date: Thursday, February 23, 1984 
the student body will support is being spent, and,stand up Together, we can make the Tl 3 30 · d 'ff me: : p.m. me with their votes. for student rights if there are ' erence. Place: Room s.u. 1 student Union 
MY credent i a Is a re: any' discrepancies in this Sincerely yours, For further information, contact Nancy Clay at the Veterans 
e·d it o ri a I staff of the area. The SGA ·does have Joseph A. Gouveia nd Disabled Student Services Office, 697-1208. 
Bridgewater Arts Review, some say in such matters, but Candidate, Senator at large 
f "Talking w1"th Men" news reporter or The 
Comment (last semeste0, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ OnMondayev~ning, February27at7:00p.m. in the Green 
and, this semester Sports;· · Room (located on the second floor of the Student Union 
Editor, and Public Relations Strai·ght From~:1 !.,.-~-~-... ~~- Building) the Women's Center and the Counseling Centerwill Director at WBIM. __ hold an informal workshop/gettogetherentitled "Talking. with My goals as a Senator are Men". Women are encouraged to come with questions and/or simple-to stand up for the Th Sh concerns regarding communicating with men. · 
rights of the student body- as tr§~~ e. oe ~- --~ ,.;.r DSAO 
a whole, not as factions as The Disabled Student Awareness Organization has 
opponent(s) wish to. · scheduled its weekly meetings forTuesdaysat3:00 p.rn. in SU 
We atl pay student fees on 1. ·Anyone .inte.rested in promoting awareness or learning 
top of our tuition. Th_ere's no There once was a Senator positions should keep Dr. more about the disabled student is w'elcome and encouraged 
-getting around that. Do you who satatthe Shoe, who had Dave busy for awhile! Keep o att~nd our meetings. We consider all input of importance. 
know where this money is · exquisite 'taste; he approves up the good work! David Car- 3ee you there! ·. 
of the Shoe; So the Senate reiro· g~s the· Shoemaker•-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-• 
CLASS OFFICER 
VACANCIES 
The following positions are 
vacant: 
CLASS OF 1984 
V.P 
Treasurer 
Year book Rep. 
CLASS OF 1985 
CLASS OF 1986 
Treasurer 
Nomination papers will be 
available on Feb. 23, 1984. 
Papers must be returned to the 
S.G.A. office by March 1, 1984. 
March 29 and 30 will be the 
e1ection dates. 
applauded._ Merit Awarg for dedication . Attention BSC Women. 
Senator Manzo should above and beyond the call 01 · All women interested in lesbian issues on campus are con~ider himself highly com- duty. nvited to an informal social gathering Thursday, February 23 
mended for his positive com- Speaking of call of duty, 3.t 6:00 p.m. in Brockton. Directions and further information 
mentsabout the writer of this the president has finally m~y be obtained at.the Social Work Office (3rd floor Burrill) or 
article. Thank you, Mr. takenastepintherightdirec- •~y_c_a_1_1i_ng~B_e_tt_y~M_a_n_d_e_11_a_t_6_9_7_-1_2_o_o_e_x_t_._2_4_44_._J_o_i_n_U_s_\~~u 
Manzo, but compliments will tion by acknowledging the S.A.M. Meeting!! 
get you nowhere. Beware, for hard work of SGA secretary There will be a S.A.M. meeting on Tuesday, February 21, at 
the pen has no friends. Roz Morrison, who has been 11 :00 a.m. in Room L-11. Topics to be discussed will include 
"Vice President Kutcher, with them for a year on Tues- mall business seminars, a raf'f\e fundraiser, and an end of the 
I'd like to ask a question day. Roz, we congratulate ear celebration. Come and let your suggestions be heard! 
through the chair, by Paul, you! Thanks to everyone who helped out with the Valentine's Oay 
under Carrie, over Beth, out Parlez-vous GER? It is Carnation Sale-it was a big success!! 
the back door, via a phone quite possible that there may· February Library Exhibits 
call, catch the bus, shipped be a foreign language 
by UPS, to Xena." lines of requirement for all majors at ·A special display in honor of Black History Month has been 
communication seemed to BSC. We feel that the student arranged in the Bridgewater Public Library. Contained in the 
· · r · ooks on Black his\or and \\terature b\o raphies, 
e~':SG 
should publish a pamphlet 
entitled "How to talk. to 
anyone else except First Vice 
President Kutcher." 
David Carreiro, disease 
expert, is.working hard daily 
to create a cure for "resigna-
tionitis". It seems his work is 
never done. Just when he 
thinks he is all caught up, 
another epidemic broke 
loose in the ranks of class 
offic~rs. Vacancies for these 
e., . , 
sso . . . . •. ··.·· . . .. · . .. .·· .· .•. ,.. · .... ·~ 
ment) . . Make your voice were ·susan Bevis, fir$f prize; Richard Gopen, second prize; 
heard in more than one Ian- Tom Baron, third ·priie. · 
guage as to what you think is Other displays which will continue through the end of the 
the best avenue for your month include a Consumer Information table which has m~ny 
education. free materials . made available by the Federal Trade 
While we are on the subject Commission, and an exhibition of distinctive wall hangings by 
of making your voice heard, area quiltmakers in the Flora T. Little Gallery. 
would the Senate please 
speak into the microphones. Attention Yearbook Staff 
A well-known figure in the There will be a meetin~ of all yearbo~k staffer~ on Thursday 
Gallery has trouble hearing evening, February 23 at 7:00 p.m. Dick Swe1ch of Hunt~r 
· ' Publishing will attend. Preliminary layout of the yearbook will 
continued on p. 4 ···-··~·-~···--·····-· be discussed .at.this time. 
Campaign Letter .· . . . BAT Riders Club . · ... · .· . ·... . . .· · ... The · Bridg\ewater Stafe Co Hege l"ransit. Servi.ce: in conjunction With Brockton Area Tra.n~it wHI be giving 'away four BAT· Riders Club cards for the month of .March~ Entry 
forrris areavaHab.le from. Bridgewater-Brockton B.us drivers. 
Drawing will:be held qn Friday February, ?4. Winners will be 
notified. . . . 
.. 
-By John Beaton 
I'd like to take this oppor-
tunity to introduce myself, 
my name is John Beaton and 
I'm running for Senator for 
the class of 1987. I am a 
second semester freshman . 
fr.om Stoughton, MA livi~g 
here ·at the Shea-Durgin 
· Complex. _ .. 
Receiving this position 
would mean a great deal to 
me. Since I've been here at 
B.S.C. I have been involved in 
many activities-. At the start of 
the second- semester I was 
appointed as Entertainment 
Editor for The .Comment and 
most recently I have peen 
doing newscasts ~~r: WBIM, 
B.S;C.'s · radio station. The 
past two weeks I have been 
proteming a,s Senator for 
Nadine Lucas on the S.G.A.; 
also, I have bee.n attendin.g 
the meetings regularly this 
semester. 
I have also had ·leadership 
experience in hjgh. scho~I 
, and in my parish chorch. In: 
the pa~t years I have been 
involved with the school 
newspaper, the drama club, 
and the yearbook, 'amoung 
other things: Two years ago 
as my parish was undergoing 
organizational· changes, I 
held the position of president 
in my church youth group. 
In concluding I would just 
like to assure the class of '87 
that, if appointed, I will domy 
best as Senator to represent 
the class and its best 
interests. 
~ 2 AL TERA TIONS § SEWING *MENDING 
call RAGEN 697 - 8875 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS. 
Studio One, the Yearbook 
Photographer, will · be on 
campus Tues. ~nd Wed., 
Feb. ·2s· - 29 from 5-8 pm. in_ 
the S.U. Make:up room. 
,This will be you'r last 
opportunity to have your 
senior yearbooks portraits 
taken. 
For those of you who have 
been putting if .off, please take 
advantage , of this chance to 
have your portraits done on 
campus. 
Again, the appointment 
pook · will be av~ilable at· the 
Comment office. 
All senior glossies must be 
submitted to the yea~book by 
April 15, in order to be 
induded in the 1984 Yearbook. 
- This is the only way to receive. 
yO'ur oook at . no cost to you. 
Don't delay! ' 
Barbara Glauben 
-Editor- ' 
BAT Riders Club cards· entitle the bearer to a 50¢ fare 
reduction every time they ride a BAT bus. H you use the BAT 
buses to connect with the SSC Transit System this c.an mean a 
tremendous· s.avi ngs. 
Any questions. please call 697-1319. 
Social· Work Upcoming Events 
On February 27th, the Social Work Department will hold an 
informal gathering for_ all Social Work majors. Please stop by 
between 5-7. . · -
OnMarch 8th from 1 i-12 the Lester Houston speech will be 
held. The topic' will be geared toward women ~istory wee~. 
Refreshments will be served from 12-1 in the Heritage Room in 
he Library. The speech will be held in the Lecture Hall. 
· Choral Society . ~"'. 
The Choral SocietywilJ hold a coffee house o~ 'l=~br~ary 22 
rom 7:30 to 10:30 ln the S.LJ.~ Dining Room. A<;tm1ss1on 1s free! 
If You Make The Time 
· · We'HMake Your Body · 
Aerobics with Jane Fournier will make your body fit and 
ealthy and will -improye yo,ur stami.na. and enduran~e. 
limnastics with Margaret Flaherty will make your body tnm 
nd strong and will strength~n and firm your muscles. All you 
ave to do is make the time because both classes are FREE! 
SJimnastics is every Tuesday and Thursday from 4-5 p.m. 
Aerobics is every Tuesday and Thursday from 3-4 p.m. 
Both are held in the new fitness lounge in the game room so 
ake the time to make your body better! 
4 The Comment Thursday, February 16, 1984 
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For Sale: 1970 Oldsmobile 
Delta 88. Good Reliable 
Garf. Many new parts, needs 
some work. Call Diane 238-
3582. 
For Sale: Kenwood 45 Watt 
per channel stereo reciever-
$100. Pioneer 3 way speaker 
system, 1 year old-$130 pair. 
Call Dave at 326-4614. 
For Sale: Realistic High 
Power Auto Stereo Cassette 
Player with auto eject. Never 
used. For under dash. Ask-
ing $45. Call. 871-1264 
between 5-10 p. m. 
For Sale: Electric Guitar, 
Memphis LesPaul imitation, 
two double humbucking 
pickups. Three way selector 
switch, good sound and 
action. $150 or best offe'r. 
Call Gary at 697-5434. 
For Sale: KRACO car stereo 
with cassette player i ri good 
condition. $20 takes it. Cal I 
Gary at 697-5434. 
For Sale: Classical nylon 
string guitar,, with case. 
Good condition, nice sound. , 
$50 or best offer. Call 295-
8172 after 5 p.m. Ask for 
Lisa. 
lost: Large silver bracelet. 
Lost somewhere in the Bur-
nell Building. Bracelet has 
sentimental value. If found, 
7666. (if possible, call during 
the evening up till 11 :00 p.m. 
Airplane Rides 
Flying High for 1h price 
Airplane rides, over the 
college.and coastline. Not a 
business; Share the rental 
cost with the pilot. Surpris-
. ingly inexpensive. Call Tony 
at 697-4846. 
For Sale: 10 speed Ralf)igh 
. bike .. Boy's 27" frame. CaJI 
697-7909 early or late. 
For sale: Cleveland saxo-
phone. Excellent condition: 
new pads, excellent case, 
neckstrap and reeds. $275 or 
best offer. See Sue Timinski 
at the Hill room 216. 
Roommate' needed: Female 
nonsmoker, Brockton apart-
ment, $45 per week, 25 min-
utes from college. Please 
contact Krissi Keenan at 
584-3824. 
For Sale: 1973 VW Super 
Beetle, Good Condition, 
$900 or best offer. Cal I 580- ' 
2730 before 5:00 p.m., 947-
5867 after 6:00 p.m. 
Need a babysitter? Some 
weeknights, weekend days 
and/or nights. If out of walk-
ing distance from the col- · 
lege, will need a ride. For 
more information,· leav-e 
your name and n.umber for 
Donna at The Comment 
office. 
Wanted: Female roommac& 
to share on-cam pus apart-
ment with 3 other females. 
Two bed room. kitchen-
living room, and bath. $35 
par week: Parking for car. 
Contact Pat Holmes at 378-
. 3591. Be~t location C>h: 
For Sate: Four Cragar Rims 
14" by 6". $100. Two Keys-
tone Klassic Deep Dish Rims 
14", $75. Concord 10-:speed, 
$40. Call 767-3616' anytime. 
For Rent: Single room, 
private bath, female· 
preferred, non-smoker, 1% 
milesfrom campus~ $35 per 
weAk; Call 697-4973. 
SHOE (from p. 3) ..... ,~ ...... ~ ............. ~ ...................................... ~ ....................... . 
what . you've be-en saying. 
How can someone who. has 
so much to say appear not to 
hear anything that goes on? 
The Shoemakers have no 
trouble hearing. 
There were two firsts at last 
Tuesday's meeting. Treas-
urer Meneses had· his finan-
cial report in. on time and 
Senator Mccarron made it to 
his first Senate meeting of the 
year.· ,Oh, yes,· to . Senator 
Murray, can you please tell us 
when the nextS.S.A.M. meet-
'ing ·is? · . 
"I'm late, I'm late for a very 
. :mportant date. No time to 
say hello. Goodbye 1:m late, 
I'm l~te, I'm late!" Senator 
Mankevich, at least Rabbit 
o·connelf and Rabbit Henry 
made it to the Tea Party. Beth 
and Judy were ·the quicker 
rabbits:~ They at least ·made it 
:for Announcements. Speak-
ing of announcements, they 
lasted longer than the me~t:­
ing this week. You guys 
always ~ait to the last minute 
to get your work done; 
· 2nd Vice~President Kulick· 
gave very few details about 
the Voter Registration Con-. 
ference, · the Shoe was 
expecting a full report on vot-
itig procedures. lnste~d we 
hea·r about -how great BSC is 
when compared to other 
,._ .,,·'' ·.··: . ,,,. ."' .. ". 
iii> 
schools.The money was well 
spent, but how do we vote?? 
T'was the night of the 
senate meeti~g when all 
through the Shoe, some 
senators kept quiet for fear of 
what to do. Sonie··times the 
quiet. ones have the most to 
'hide, you better watch out. 
The Shoe misses nothing. 
Senator Mclaughlin, we love 
the haircut. Senator McNam ... 
ara,. how does it feel to keep 
your sweater? Senators May. 
and Treadup, how about 
some signs of life? ' 
Well, we hope all. of the 
SGA and the gallery had a, 
happy Vale{tltine's Day. 2nd 
Vice-President Kulick, we 
were saddene..d that we were 
not on your Valentine's list!! 
Happy Valentine's Day to all 
for the S~oe thinks of you. 
UMMERJO 
Cape Coei, Martha's Vineyard, and 
Nantucket. have thousands of good 
paying jobs available to students ~nd 
teach.ers. this summer. A Directory 
listjng these jobs by employer. also 
includes complete housing info and 
job application forms. Summer 1984 · 
Directory ready now. For copy send 
$3.00 (includes 1st Class Postage and 
handling) to: 
CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU , • 
Box 594, Room io2 
Barnstable, MA 02630. _ ____, 
MBMO 
m: co1.I:mGE STUDE?ftS 
FROM: HIT OB MISS smus 
SUBJECT: DRESS FOB SUCCESS 
SPRING sun AND DRESS OJ'l'EB 
Is your graduation near? Are you on your way to career 
interviews? 
IF SO, NOW'S THE TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS! 
Hit or Miss;8> America's finest Qff-price women's specialty · 
store is J;l.OW offering college students an add~tional -
20% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW· PRICES ON 
ANY SUIT OR DRESS!* 
We want YOU to create the successful, professional 
image. Bring in this coupon to your nearest Hit or Miss@ 
Store and we will insure that you are ready to 
DBESS FOB SUCCESS! 
, . ' '· 
lyanough Road, Hyannis, 775.9557 
Report on VoterRegistration 
The following is a report on 
a keynote speech by Dr. 
J,oseph Lowery (President, 
Southern Christian· Leader-
ship Conference; Chalr~ 
!Vational Black Leade.rsfJ_ip 
, Forum), made at the National 
Student Conference on Voter 
Registration at Harvard Uni-
versity on February 11, 1984. 
T,his article will present some 
· of Dr. Lowery's comments on 
various issues for your 
consideration. 
. By Annette Sarty 
The theme of the speech 
was Need for Revival. Dr. 
Lowery feels that it is revival 
time in our nation. We need to 
move from a feeling of cold 
apathy.to one of warm enthu-
siasm, motivation and. acti-
·. vism regardiog all issues on· 
Rights and that there. is a 
moral and theot ogical .basis 
to all issues. We must 
develop a moral consci~us~ 
·• _, >'> "",., 'l H ~· ~ ~., ~'" ""' ~ /; 'f4" "'"' •o v• . • •10 ,.,.. " .,.,,,, 
ness in order to be able to 
support a common move-
ment for Civil, Rights .. The 
Rights of All Minorities-.-
blacK hispanic,women, po<Jf, 
children, etc.~:-:-are. equal. 
You have to be for all or none; 
it isn't a two-way street Men 
that have this moral .con~ 
sciousness are not afraid to 
become reasons for not reg-
istering to vote (apathy isn't 
the sole reason) 
There is no leader~hip for 
''world as a fami'ly" 
. , There is no. -appreciation 
for plurality · · 
We. cari question our love 
fOr America 
On Foreign Policy: , 
support the ERA. · 
· It is time for revival when: 
The arms race steals from 
· our population 
Military. 'power is more 
important than moral power 
Rig-hts are ·put on a t;>ack 
burner 
A new era of political acti-
vism needs to be developed 
Need to address black 
eco.nomy issues exists 
A systt3m allo.ws· the rich 
to g'et richer .aod the poor to . 
get poorer ; . . , 
It is easier to register for 
the ·draft than to register to 
vote 
A government erwour-
ages gerrymaf'ldering, ·· 1ying 
to cr~ate . situatjons tnat , 
We must stop our guns 
and bring .our boys back 
We must not be afraid of 
Communists; we must scare 
them instead by .. using a stra;.. 
tegy they are unfamiliar 
with-,-bring them mes-, 
sages of peace and the 
gospel 
American must be repres-
ented by a pluralistic consti;.. 
tuency across the world 
O:n Political Revival: 
Our Congress· '84 has to 
be a Congress sensitive to 
c?nti1.1ued OIJ p. 5 , ..... ~······--···:·· 
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VOTER (from p. 4) ................. . 
people's needs with a new 
revel of· moral leadership 
1980's must bring more 
student activists like those of 
the '60's who dared to bring 
about a change in our system 
Revival means developing 
a sense of moral responsibil-
ity in regards to the rights of 
all others, a sense of family 
for each other. However, you 
can only relate to one 
another as you relate to God. 
Your relationship with God 
will determine the extent 
your relationship with others 
can go. It also means having 
a new commitment to a new 
kind of reordering of priori-
ties: reform of tax structure, 
challenge of budget cuts, 
challenging a system that 
endorses the gross injustices 
regarding. the differences 
between cla.sses, rich and 
poor. It means developing a 
love for America that won'flet 
you leave Her alone until She 
has raised abeve all 
injustices. 
Finally, Americans need to 
become a group that is consi-
dered "bad" as in the sense 
that the redwood tree can be 
considered "bad". Charac-
teristics of the redwood tree 
are its resistance to fungus, 
its strength, appearance to 
be eternal, and its big, round, 
firm, and strong roots. Their 
roots reach out and wrap 
around each other. You end 
up messing with the whole 
forest is you start messing 
with one. We need to become 
a people that is like the red-
wood so that when we are 
5 
.. .· = OC-kE "'THE GREATER 1 er!~1~:~~~:1~~1i~~0;::; 
FORT IA. UDERDALE·· BREAK. presentedbyDr.Loweryand that they will help to ease your acceptance of moral 
Hol.lywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale,by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach. responsibility regarding 
voter registration and fulfil-
Want the tradition to live on forever? Then order your full-color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break '84 by sending ling your right to the demo-
$3.00 (check or money,order, no cash, please) to: Spring Break '84, 500.Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119. cratic process through your 
Be sure to include your name, address and college. Price includes postage and handling. vote in November. 
WBIM (from page J) ........ :~--·········-·-······--··-············-···················-······-······················-······························-····························-··········r···-··-·············································· .. ·-························ 
WBIM. There are many 
things that I do on a daily 
basis concerning licensing, 
which I am working on now, 
anq other sorts of paperwork. 
I'm also 'working with the 
faculty to assign credit for 
work done at the station. 
"I have contacted four 
department chairpersons 
ana . the Academic Vice-
President, concerning possi-
b Je opportunuties for 
practicum and internship 
credit." . 
Chris Harwood.who has 
quite a diverse background, 
will bring a new dimension to 
the leadership, position of 
WBIM. He is presently an 
Associate Justice of the SGA 
Student Court, Co-Editor of 
the yearbook, and contrib-
utes photographs to ·-rhe 
Comment. His previous 
broadcasting ·experience, 
aside from WBIM was at 
WRPI, Troy, N.Y. '. -
"Scooter Livingston" is a 
veritable encyclopedia of 
broadcasting, having worked 
at WBCC, WNBR, and 
WBCN. 
Within the ranks at VVBIM, 
there ·is a difference of opin-
ion on what emphasi~ the for-
mat should take. One faction 
· sees Progressive Rock as the 
"new wave" of the future, 
·While others •. including Dr. 
Veno, befieve . that college 
radio, in general, should 
reflect the diversity of musi-
cal· tastes of the students. 
Harwood said,"No one is 
going to be satisfied all the 
1ime, ·and it is rare that an 
organization is run, perfectly. 
There are always conflicts 
and no one is going to be 
happy all of the time. We are 
committed, however, to con-
tinuing with the present for-
mat: a mixture of progressive 
rock, contemporary and pop-
ular music, supplemented by 
reggae," to which Livingston 
added "It's important that we 
play the new music, but not at 
the expense of the known 
stuff." 
· tn a recent Comment inter-
view, former News Director 
Larry Richardson had voiced. 
his complaints ·about inade-
quate facilities, the slow pace 
wi'th which the improvements 
were being made and the new 
equipment being installed. 
Assistant Engineer Peter 
George· informed The Com-
ment that "about 91% of the 
our audience, as well as in 
personnel experience." Pete 
George, who also.was. a Pro-
gram Director.· .for .. WBJM, 
feels that ft is important that 
the. future management rec-
ognize that the station is run 
by a diversity of students, not 
· by "formula pro's, and to 
expect 100% professionalism 
immediately is ridiculous. 0 
· When asked what he would 
like to see atWBIM, Dr, Veno. 
repUed, ''What J'm· seeing 
already is enough organiza ... 
tional stability so the quaiity 
of radio delivery can con;. 
tinue to improve.". 
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Entertainment 
Comedy Popµlar at BSC 
By Michael A. Ricciardi ingredient is solid, consistent cally enough, his most hum-
matP.rial. His routines simply orous moment came when he 
The idea of comedy on were not high-level laugh hacf the fortunate opportun-
campus is becoming quite provokers. What his routine ity to repeatedly insult an 
popular here at SSC. It is per- did have was too much 'talk' extremely loud heckler. Bri-
haps one of the best ideas in proportion to the amount an's comic strength lies with 
developedbytheUnionPro- of laughter from the his quick, impromptu 
gram Committee. audience. Much of his time remarks and insults. 
However, one cannot was spent building up to My rating: **1/2 
expect every visit of the jokes that, with a few excep- Dan Spencer was second 
'Comedy Connection' to be tions, did not merit the time to take the stage but was 
of the highest caliber. spent on- them. There are number one in performance. 
Such was the case last Fri- some comedians whose Mr. Spencer is slightly <;>Ider 
day night. The format for the chronic use of vulgarities are- than most of the comedians 
'Comedy Connection, con- forgivable because they are I've seen with these shows. 
sists of four comedians with very funny. Brian, however, His appearance reminded me 
one of those four serving as tended to be more vulgar of a middle-aged father of 
Master of Ceremonies. The. than funny. His frequent use three who is married· to an 
following is my rating system of the word "asshole" quickly over-bearing wife. Dan is pot-
of the comedians: lost its comic and shock bellied and on the verge of 
fr---------snooze time value and in the ensuing baldness. As Dan says "I 
"'*--------couple of chuckles silence I could imagine the don't like to think of it as 
.,,. _______ funny with a capital word echoing through the being bald---1 like to think of 
F ballroom until it returned to it as extra· face!" From the 
u*"'------comedy heaven it's source. start, Dan's self-depreciating 
Friday evening's desig- My criticism of Brian Pow- manner and sarcasm formed 
nated Master of Ceremonies ers is not all negative. His an immediate rapport with 
was Brian Powers. I am fully routine about the Massachu- his audience. His beginning 
aware of the difficulties setts driver's exam was very routines were consistently 
inherent in this task. Brian, funny as were his observa- , funny apd maintained a high 
however, lacked the one tiqns of cam.ping in the wil- level of humor throughout 
ingredient necessary to sus- derness. Bria·n plays with. his the performance. His strong-
. tain his role as M.C. That· audience quite.we,lfarid ironi- est routines were his remem-
-------------------~-----.------.... brances of his college days I · ,. . · . I and his parodies of well 
I 1 known commercials. His use I I of sarcasm during this rou-· 
I I tine was exceptionally well 
I I done. An9th r. pif:l~~ 't\a 
ENSEMBLE THEATRE STUDIO 
PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS: 
Low Tide 
Written & Directed by Denis Lawrence 
and 
Robert Patrick's 
My Cup Ranneth Over 
Directed by Lynn Benoit 
February 21 & 22 at 7:pm. · 
Library Lecture Hall 
Admission FREE!! 
of Greg Brady, Fred McMur- - herself about her extremely 
ray, and Beaver Cleaver on thin frame and lack of notice-
L.S.D. were the funniest all able bosom. These jokes ·· 
night. Not all of Dan's rou- were fairly amusing but their 
tines were gems but overall comic potential was exhaust-
his performance was well ed a long time ago by Joan 
·paced and had a consistent Rivers. Her material was too 
level of high-quality laughs. weak to keep the audience in 
My rating: *** a laughing mood. Her routine 
Third on the agenda was about her mother and grow-
Lauren Dumbrowski. It . is ing up was funny but failed to 
always refreshing to see get· the laughs which it 
female comedians in a field deserved because of the pre-
that is overwhelmingly male. vious weaker jokes. Ms. 
Lauren, however, was not Dumbrowski's last impres-
effective in sustaining the sion of a ctieerleader doing 
attentiop qf th,e · 
I sion of the television game where one laughs through 
I I show "Jeopardy". Dan's identifying with the given 
the patience of the audience. 
Lauren's voice. which was 
whiney and high pitched, did 
not help her performance 
and made it difficult to listen 
to over an already poor P.A .. 
: I chosen category was "Pea- scenario. Unfortunately, this 
I I pie·. Who Make You Barf.'' -was not working in her-favor 
I I This- joke built perfectly and Friday night. Perhaps this 
I I left me crying with h·is was due to her audience 
I I answer---"Who Is Barry which was distracted by the 
I I Mani\ow, BARRRFL" . · · censtant. stream of noise 
I I . Dan's best laughs came . coming from those at the 
I \during his outrageously newly inaugurated bar. But 
- : .· . l ~c~~;~i:r~~~;:~s!~~eo: I~~~: ~~:h~~r!h:~ ~ha,; cho~t~a~~~~ 
1 One Opinionated Ma~'s View of the· Music Scene I Hovey. o rug jokes are styles between Lauren al'.ld 
1 I quickly becoming comically_ ·Dan. Much bf Lauren's mate-
1 Robert Flynn I trite, ·but Dan's impressions _rial consisted of ridiculing I · ·- I · 
I Thursday the 16th I 
I 1-
1 The Channel, 25 Necco St., Boston, 451-1905- lfyou go see I 
system. 
My rating: ** 
Our last performer was 
·comedy-magician Michael 
Bent. Michael's chatter was 
humorous but his act relied 
too much on gag props, 
many of which have been 
continued an p. 7 ..................... . 
: as many bands as I do, you are bour:id to hear every new/wave I 
1 or punk band torture up a version of a TommyJamesand The.I I Shanderlstune. ltwill usuallybelthlnkwe·'realonenow,Crlm-1 
I son and Clover or Many, Mony and usually they are trying to I 
I make fun of it but usually it enas up the other way. So kids, I 
I here's yourchance to see an aging rock legend in your own I By James Magner of rapid mutation. These speaks for itself. The 
I time. Tommy James is a solo act now and rather than play the songs are a mix of Devo and Avengers were real punks 
: hack-nostalgia ci.rcuit like many of his ~ontempor~ries, ~e I The Ramones that would that- IE:}d a youth culture 
1 plays in new music clubs for people who f1rstheard.h1s music I Vistainix is what I would spark life in any old. rock 'n through the dark ages and 
second hand. With Kristy Rose and the Midnight W~lkers and I call a music adventure. This roll· jukebox. Completing this their music, even today, rips 
Ellls Island.· · I album on .Portrait Records is record is a classy, romantic through t_he conventional 
I a clash of art and technology. melody called Another Day, commercialism that sur".' 
I The artist responsible for this Another Ray of Hope. This is rounds the music industry .. 
variably· progressive project one of the finest musical pro- This is a great buy. 
Friday the .17th 
The Western Front,. 343 Cambridge St., 492-7772 - Magic is. Bill Nelson. Every song jects that I've heard in a long , Chicago is the home of 
and the· Reggae All Stars were one of the first reggae bands comes together with re mar- ti me. Wasteland 8ecords and two 
around when the reggae explosion hit. They have survived the kable precision. The song Remember The Avengers? ·extremely pessimistic hard-
fad nature of the music by sticking with the roots of the music Flaming. Desire is ascientific This San Francisco band core bands that appear on 
and avoiding "rock reggae" and other such corruptions~ They test-tube mutant that uses recorded and p I aye d that label. What We Want is 
I-are very influenced by ttie late Bob Marley and their sound interchanging synthesizers together back i.n 1977 and Free"is a four song single by 
: . reflects this. The~ are also playing Saturday night. to. create a space.:.dance 1978. The recordings of this Articles of Faith and it is a 
trance. Picking up the pace~s rebel band are now available revolt against authority. Raw f Saturday the 18th Acceleration, which sounds .on a new ·album entitled emotion and foeling ·is the 
I like a pinball machine gone Avengers. There is nothing backbone of this· band. The 
I Grovers, 392 CabotSt.,Rt. 1A,Beverly, 992-9695-Speaking' haywire. Empire ,of the beautiful about this LP;justa lyrics of Bad Attitude declare 
I of people who have stuck with it, how about Gary. Shane and Sense"s is. a futuristic lure that true "life has to be changed" "Bad attitude's/What they 
. I the Detour? When Shane-.Champagne (remember Shadow I lacks grace. It is technologi:.. attitude. The music is violent serve you/When their use for I World?) broke up last year everybody {including me) thought I cal motion of a robotic nature and aggress!ve. Pepelope you. is through/Cause YOU 
1 thatwas the end of the band. Wetl, Gary Shane went o_ne way 1 that has a hypnotic effect on Houston, the ~ead singer, got that attitude/Keep in your 
1 and David C~ampagne went a~other a!1d both now frontthetr I the listeneL The songs Do calls for unity in the song We place" . .Tempers flare in What I own bands. without a real loss m the drive and power thatthey I You Dream. in Colour and A Are One. Their rendition of We Want is Free when_ some 
1.had when they were together. A good bet for good rock .and I Kind of Loving is where the The Stones' Paint It Black is 
I power pop. No cover if you start swilling before 9:00 p.m. I album goes through a stage amazing and Fu.ck. You/Live. continued on P· 7 ........... , ......... . 
J.. _______ ...._ _____ i-. ___________ - ------___ , .,,,, . ~~ ....... ···-· .' . 
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Bob Smith's Entertainment· 
Trivia Tester~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Contest No. 14 
RULES 
1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to 
each winner which are good at General Cinema Tht!Jatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noon 
on the Wednesday following the issue date. Only one entry per 
contestant. Comment employees are inelegible. 
· 3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can 
afford, so when there are more than two winners we 'II have a 
lottery. 
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students, 
faculty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the 
Comment Secretary between the hours of 9a.m. to 2p.m. A 
valid I. D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should 
include the answers, your name, address and telephone 
number. 
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment. 
6. Not all questions need to be answered in order to enter the 
contest and winner__s _ will be indicated by the number of correct 
answers. U is possible to only get one question right and sti/J 
win unless, of course, someone else does better. 
CONTEST NUMBER FOURTEEN 
The Phantom Diner attacked? No, Kevin Roberts is being strangled by B~b Blauner in a scene from 
Fools. 
1. What is the most northern state of the 50 United States? The 
most southern state? The farthest east and the farthest west? 
2. What was the secret identity of Quickdraw McGraw in the 
T.V. cartoon series? 
The Encore Players pres- t:laine Sheffield,. (Lucy in 
ent Fools, a comic fable by B.S.C.'s Charlie Brown) is 
Neil Simon at Rockland High Leon's lover, Sophia 
School auditorium on March Zubritsky. Former Bridge-
1, 2, and 3. water student John Hurley 
Fools is the story of a directs Fools. Lighting 
young school teacher who; design is by Bill Kadra who 
after arriving in a remote vii- has designed and starred in 
lage in Ukraine, discovers numerous B.S.C. product-
that all the townpeople are · 
ions. 
Curtain is at 8 o'clock. 
Tickets for adults: $5. Child- .. 
ren and Senior Citizens: $4. 
Tickets will be sold at the 
door. Group rates are availa-
ble by 9alling 878-4742. 
3. Name the five movies starring The Beatles. 
4. What islands did the United States buy from Denmark in 
1917 for $25 million dollars? 
5. What was the nickname of baseball great Joe DiMaggio? 
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER TWELVE ARE: 
Donna Procopio and Saily Hampton 
There were eight entries submitted for contest number 
twelve and five- had the correct answers. Congratulations to 
the winners. 
The answers to contest number twelve are: 
complete idiots. A terrible 
curse, The Curse of Kulyen-
chi kov, has . inflicted the 
townspeople with ignorance. 
Can a young school teacher 
find love and hapiness with a 
bunch of fools?! 
Fools stars several B.S.C. 
The comedy begins with 
Fools! 
Really Rosie 
BR I DG EW ATER-The 'Lre. Settings have been designed 
Bridgewater State Co\\ege by P~ofossot' .Arthur Dir~s~ ~ro-
-e young dashing major production,ReallyRosie, choreography is by' Laura Sir.-4. Jacob Marley teacher, Leon Tolchinsky. the acclaimed musical for child- onen {'84); and musical direc-
Bob Blauner (Nugget in ren by Maurice Sendak and tion is by Michael Langer ('86). 
5. Orenthal James B.S.C.'s Equus) is Leon's Carole King, to be presented Prof. Dunne's cast, now in 
AND THE WINNER OF CONTEST NUMBER THIRTEEN IS: rival, Gregor Yousekevitch. Thursday, March 8th.thru Wed- rehearsal, features Jean ,Prall 
Sally Hampton nesday, March 14th in the Stu- ('84) as Rosie, Skye Dumoulin 
There were three entries submitted for contest numberthir- Entertainment dent Union Auditorium. ('86) as Kathy, Eric Pegnam 
teen and only. one person had the correct answers. Congratu- Founded in 1969 by Dr: ('86) as Johnny, David Butler 
lations to our winner. W •t N d d Richard J. Warye, Bridgewat- ('85) as Pierre, Karl Wiedergott 
The answers to contest number thirteen are: rl erS ee e er's . Chi.ldren's Theatre has ('&4) as Chicken Soup, and Sheri 
1. Alvin, Simon, and Theodore p /ease See become a cultural institution in Waite ('86) as Alligator. 
2. Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow itself. Over the sixteen year his- Mime performers are Kristine_ Ji h · B · .. t tory, the productions have been Glauben ("86), Kim Nolan ('86), 
3. 40 feet 0 n ea On . attended by well over 100,000 Margaret Couti~ho ('87), and 
4. Philip at the Southeastern Massachusetts Helyn Landry C85). Also 
5. Hippocrates area schoo.l~age children,and all _included in the cast are Tony Comment. operating costs and production Andrea ('85), Chris_Englesman 
MUSIC .'84 (from p .. 6J ·······························"········~-~----····················· ilS::==:=:;::=:==:==::=:==:::==:==:~I expenses .are derived from the ('85), an~ Deneille J;hompson 
minimal admission price. ('85). · 
' i.ndecipherable screaming vocals sound as if he was single and it is slowly clim~-
promises "I won't spend my singing to the sea and Water- ing the charts. Jason and the" 
. life behaving/Say I'm wrong front is an oceanic anthem. Scorchers sound ·like pas-
for disobeying/ All your shit is The echo chamber effect in sionate hillbillies that hope to 
so degrading/I . won't _spend Book. of Brilliant Things one day reach the moon, and, 
my life behaving". Savage makes this sonrJ a stereo- judging from this album; I 
Beliefs are not· as good phonic must. The soft touch would say that they will get 
sounding but are a lot spicier of the keyboards in C Moon there very soon. 
lyrically. Way. of the World Cry Like a Baby is a standout Listening to some soothing. 
claims "It's hard to mix war on ·the album. The raw yet saxophone is a good way to 
and fun.'..so get killed for the refined sound of The Simple relax during this warm 
USA/For economic interests- Minds assures them a place spring-like weathef, and Cliff 
--they'll never pay." Big Big in the music of the '80's. The Sarde can provide it. His 
·skyfirstasks"Andwhatifthe sound has elevated and album Every Bit Better on 
world was destroyed/No improved on this record but 11 Curb Records is delightful 
one's life would have· meant don't think it is as good as jazz that will. lift your spirits 
anything" and concludes by New Cold Dream, which was and start your feet tapping. 
saying; ~·1 think.there's a mea- rele~sed last year. ' The rhythms create ~ sense 
ning/The meaning is your The sun blazes over the of sunshine and the dance 
thought." These two bands dusty plain. Through the swi- beat will stimulate the blood. 
are driven by anger, a11 anger rling screen comes Jason Oown the Avenue is the per-
that allows you to feel the and the Scorchers. This good feet song for your Walkman 
music and not just hear it. time Nashville band is head- but so . are the rest. This 
The Simple Minds new ing into the future with a Fer- album is a nic.e easy listening 
album S.parkle ln the Rain on vor. Their mini. LP ·on Praxis ex,perience. 
A&M Records was a little dis- Records is .country to the ~--*-A_V ___ O ____ N_* __ ....., 
appointing. It is produced by core. It contains clean coun- .... ·. ·. . · · • · 
Steve Lillywhite, which is try ballads that touch the Be a part of the world's 
probably why the LP's sound· heart and .. real country LARGEST BEAUTY 
is similar to that' of U2, but it is rockers that burn the sou.I. COMPANY 
produced well. Ji91 · Kerr's Hot Nights in Georgia is ~he CaltLeann 697.;6424 
Really Rosie is being directed Ticket reservations are 
by Professor Lee A~ Dunne, ~}ready being accepted. General 
Chairperson of the Department admiss,ion is $1.50; with special 
of Communication Studies and discount rates available for 
Theatre Arts:Prof. Dunne's last groups of20 or more. Foraddi-
dir~ctorial assig~ment at B.S.C. tional- information, call· the 
was the Neil Simon comedy hit Theatre Box Office at 697-1321. 
Plaza Suite, for Ensemble Thea-_ 
COMEDY (from p. BJ----···-·-····························.:·························· 
done by magicians for many members of the audience. 
years now. However, he did The pacing of his perfor-
present some of these props mance was a bit too choppy, 
in very clever and funny but this is always the risk a 
ways. The book which opens comedian has to deal with 
up and spurts flames was when performing magic dur-
hailed as Richard Pryor's. ing his act. Overall Mr. Bent 
novel on 11Why I Don't Use was polished enough to com-
Drugs"! Equally funny was bine bot.h his jokes and his 
his "Curious Boy. George magic. 
Doll", as well asjlis 11Spock-
Man" .complete with Vulcan 
ears. Michael's magic, was 
Vf~ry good as •.he presented 
some old routines in new and 
original ways, although not 
always evenly matched with 
his comedy. But this may be 
overlooked since t)is person-
ality was amusing and 
playful·like in working with 
My rating: *** 
One final comment on the 
new bar set-up in the bal-
lroom~ Although it is a ge,od 
idea, I do not feel it was worth 
the immense distraction it 
caused for both the audience 
and the performers. The 
Comedy Connection has 
been a success in the past 
without it. 
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HEALTH by Barbara M. Hall 
Recently, moves have been 
approved for the renovation 
of the "old" tennis courts 
between the Student Union, 
__ .Auditorium, and Scott Hall. 
Several ideas for the use of 
this land have been 
suggested--two of which 
include a parking lot, or a 
mini-multi-sport arena with 
two basketbal I hoops. Cer-
tainly, there ts no question 
that this area needs attention. 
The question is not whether 
work needs to be done; but 
rather what should be done. 
Historically, the needs of 
the college have always dic-
tated the use of this land. In 
the 1950's .the "lower quad-
rangle" which included. this 
area was the athletic f.ield for 
the 1200 or so future teachers 
of Massachusetts. In the 
1960's the scope and popula-
tion of SSC grew and so did 
the need for buildings. The 
Student Union, Auditorium, 
and Maxwel.I Library were 
added to the "lower quadran-
gle" site to support the 
expansion of the undergrad-, 
uate and graduate programs. 
Of course other buildings 
w~re also being added at the 
same time·, not the issue here. 
In less than two decades, 
Bridgewater State College 
tripled its undergraduatefull-
time student population. It 
was no longer a small school 
in the rural community, gra-
duating 300 students a year. 
Just as in the past, I believe 
that need. Yes, sports are an 
integral part of school life, 
several facilities and land 
areas are already" designated 
for sports use. Our gym and 
pool meets the needs of sev-
eral programs, and allows for 
individual use. On Great Hill 
.. are found numerous tennis 
courts in good condition. Our 
athletic field on Plymouth St. 
provides space for outdoor 
sports as well as individual 
practices and programs. 
What our college needs is a 
unified Cultural Center! 
I propose that the use of 
the land in qauestion could 
best meet the need to solidify 
the cultural and aesthetic life 
already begun in this area. 
The Student Union and Aud-
itorium serves not only as a 
social area, but also as an 
artistic statement of the pur-
pose of education. Nod, the 
fountain, and the suggestion 
of natural wonders in small 
plantings address the need 
for beauty, solitude, and con-
t em p I at ion. The area 
between the Auditorium an<i 
the Maxwell Library provides 
for quiet conversation, and 
relaxed strolling; activities 
often associatea with the 
"mulling over" of new ideas. 
What better opportunity 
could exist than to create a 
complete harmony by 
extending and expanding our 
fragments into one totality. 
Just imagine the endless 
possibilities. On a daily basis, 
we could al~ enjoy the seren-
ity of a smal I park. This park 
could host a variety of cultu-
ral activities. In the winter, ice 
sculptures, anyone? In 
Spring, Summer, and Fall, 
concerts, mime, outside 
theater, poetry readings, and 
as much as the creative imag-
ination could conjure up. 
Specifically, I hope that a 
committee of students, 
faculty, and administrators 
could be' convened. Hope-
fully, such a representative 
group could propose suitable 
use for this land. And, hope-
fully, I and any of you who are 
interested would be asked to 
serve on such a committee. 
ATTENTION: WORKERS 
Psychology I 
Sociology MAJORS .. 
Social Work 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
LOCATION: WESTWOOD or PEMBROKE-SALARY: $4.25/hr. 
SCHEDULE: 3 Shifts Available 6:45 am. • 3: 15 pm. 
FULL TIME 
RESPONSIBILITIES/DUTIES 
2:45 pm. • 11:00 pm .. 
10:45 pm. • 7: 15 am. 
Role Model and support person to clients 
REQUIRED SKILLS 
Human services background helpful but not essential 
For more information, visit the Student Employment Referral Service office 
located on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall (T-6) 
3rd Annual Summer Job Fair 
The Financial Aid and Career Planning & Placement 
Offices are hosting BSC's 3rd annual Summer Job Fair orr 
Wednesday, February 29, from 10:00 - 3:00 in the 
"If · · ' b · Student Union Ballroom. 45-50 campus and businesses lt lSfit ettef from page 2 ................................ will be there. These organization~ hire large numbers of 
b t students for summer employment and their rj ffiY fieX a four year period: Had the representatives will be here to speak with and interview 
Per11od press in those days pro- interested individuals. All Majors are welcome. No 
·. 
1 
· ' longed t.he war? advanced registration is necessary, but there ·will be a then I'll .ao:'. My owri military service, in short registration at the dooron t~e 29th. ~Isa availabl~ at 
b' Vietnam in the mid-sixties, the student registration desk will be a list of attendm_g 
.One ofthe worst things a woman develops the sa· ·me q· uestiorr employers and the positions they have available. This 
can ever do to h'erself is fail to get k 
agynexamassoonasshesenses of whether the med fa should help you to decide with whom to spea · 
something is wrong. If you thin.k defeated America in Vietnam. The organizations are Jrom the New England states. ~~;~~~~it~~P1:1e:t:~~: My reply is yes .. Surely, we. Plan now on attendin~ and brinQ} fr!~n~. Qy~.~~hr:;l ·~1·" 
"'''l~~we'f"'l""tT1e """''"'§@ ""' 
should determine present 
· find out. No'W. Beca.Y,§.e the . I •l'~~QY~~ .. ~~-~--~~1""'~~ .. u~m~m~e~r ~o~J~a . , e·se,125J05~''o'Q_.1'3~t5,:\JOL .. Q.0~1bQt~a· .·~,JL.ntetd~,f}!s,9u····0m9mtheer 
· ~!@ m t!!t«efi e:~n~!ftrlr'lf'-"'1 
• till press. That does not neces-· 
is f!;~~e~~ 738~~21JJ.nor. sarily translate into a "print employment. The message is--it is a good use of your 
use of the land. Although lack 
of parking is a serious prob-
lem, with a 500 student 
increase in enrollment this 
year, certainly this space 
does not beQin to address 
~reterm 
The most experienced 
reproductive health care center 
in the Northeast. 
184 2 Beacon Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 
A licensed non-)>l'llit health cafe facllit)'. 
· Teen Counseling . ., 
anything you like" press, time! 
which surely would be harm- Here is a list of the organizations confirmed as of 2-13-
ful to any society. 84: . · · · 
Camps attending .Fair: Camps Burgess/Hayward 
Best regards, Clara Barton Camp Academy Day Camp 
Markham H. Lyons Morgan Memorial Fresh Air . Job Matching Center 
U.S. Senate Candidate American Camping Ass.oc. Greater Bo~ton YMCA Camping 
of the Republican Party HandH·<ids Mass Internship Office 
Lebaron ·R. ·Barker Fostery Brockton Art Museum 
Camp Vomechas Component MFG Services, Inc. 
Camp Clark Plymouth Area Chamber of Commer<::e 
Old Colony Y , ::ape Cod KOA Kampground 
Camp Satucket 3outh Shore Educational Collaborativ 
S.J. Ranch . 'Community Prog. . 
Project Away 3oston Children's Service Assoc. 
Nobles Day Camp Camp Farnsworth 
T;mber Trails camp Woodstock, YMCA 
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Beachcomber Tours 
- presents WE NEED BASSES! 
(not the !\sh kind) 
The BSC Choral Society 
Rehersals are. Monday and Wednesday at 3:00 in the Student Union 
room UG4. 
JET TOUR BUS TOUR 
Ma~~1~Z~~~ :7-24 MaiJl~~ :25 
TOUR INCLUDES 
FRESHMAN CENTER WORKSHOPS 
.... ft,., 
w d ... 
• Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe Motor Coach Transportaijon 
• First Class. Ocean Front Accommodations 
• Welcome Party with plenty of FREE BEER 
• Discount ID Card 
• OPTIONAk: Kitchenettes, Disney Wor1d Epcot Center 
0 Pric'.e Dool Not Include Add11tonal $S9.0o lor lax, service & gralu1ttes. 
..---ALSO A~AILA8LE $25.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
. Jet Fhght Only $21900 
Bus Transportation Only $13r CONTl\CT: DONNA 
STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP* Will include assessment of study skills as 
well as ways to improve your study habits. This workshop will be offered on two 
different days, Wednesday, February 22, 1984 in Room q03 at 2 p.m, and 
Thursday, February 23, at 11 a.m. in Room L7. Room Ll03 is located in the 
Freshman Center and Room L7 is located immediatley below the Freshman 
Center in the ground floor. You may choose whichever time is most convenient, 
each workshop will last one hour and will be conducted by Dr, Peter 
Bizinkauskas. 
Land Package Only $13800 697 - 0061 
... 
(tnciudes tu, M>rvtce •nd gratuaa.a~ Beachcomber Tours, Inc., (716) 632-3723 TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP- Will help you to budget your time 
and set priorities. This workshop will be offered on two different days, 
Wednesda:Y, February 22, in Room Ll04·at 2 p.m. and on Thursday, February 
23, at 12 noon in Room Ll04. Room Ll04 is located in the Freshman Center. 
You may choose whichever time is most convenient, each workshop will last 
one hour and will be conducted by Dr. Kirk Avery. 
This Week inPIRG 
ticularly banking practices 
and the-differences between 
gen'eric and trade-name 
drugs . .This group will be 
working closely with the 
Consumer Action Center. 
Bridgewater office. Last fall 
he headed the Consumer 
Hotline, which was very suc-
cessful in helping SSC stu-
dents with a variety of 
problems. By Bonnie Bowden 
After weeks of preperation 
and recruiting, BSC's MASS 
PIRG chapter h.eld their g~n-...__ 
number Of registered voters. 
Last fall's .Hazardous 
Waste Chairperson Mike' Hall 
will once again be leading 
this important environmental 
. . . 
A· special appearance was 
made at the general meeting 
by Elise Jacques, Eastern 
Massachussetts Project 
· · s oke 
The C.A.C. was estab:-
lished by a grant from the 
Massachusetts Attorney 
General's Office, when· the 
K-
1 • 
students, eager to learn more. 
about this organization 
which has made such· an 
impression on. the college 
community, gathered in the 
Student Government Cham-
bers with BSC PIRG project 
coordinators. 
···how toxic wastecan.be found 
everywhere without anything 
being ·done about it. This 
group's objective is to create 
a better awareness and to 
project a stand on this grave 
and critical issue. 
--
to assist the Attorney en-e1 y, asaco-
lective uriit, can play in our 
society. Students, she 
stressed, have long been a 
vital factor in the United 
States when it comes to the 
important issues and politics 
of the day. 
e"ral through mediation· of 
consumer complaints. The· 
staff, which will consist of 
student ·interns and" volun-
teers will also do research 
and work with the consumers 
to the end, in hopes of reach'"'. 
ing successful conclusions. Judy Budnik, chairperson 
and one of the first students 
to get a PIRG chapter started 
at BSC, welcomed the group 
·and thanked them for com-
ing. She briefly reviewed 
what PIRG is about, what 
they have accomplished and 
what they plan to work on this 
semester. 
·This spring, PIRGwill have 
five major groups that stu-
dents can participate in. All 
the groups gave short pres-
entations at the general 
meeting. 
Chu.ck Phillips will head 
the group studying acid rain, 
one of the. last semester's 
successful groups. The 
, group was very instructive in 
getting several local towns to~· 
pass a resolution calling for 
Governor Dukakis to put a 
cap on tt:}e amountof sulphur 
dioxide emmissions that are --
released into the atmos"'" 
phere. 
The next group introduced 
was Voter Registration, led 
by co-chairwpmen. Patrice 
Maloney an.d Apnl Kane. 
.. PIRG will . be working to 
reach those silent constitu-
ents," Patrice said enthusias-
. tically, "Millions of Moices 
aren't being heard. We want 
that to change." PIRG's.Voter 
Registration drive will be one · 
of the most ambitious and 
visible projects on . the cam-
pus this semester, as it work.s 
· with other clubsand organt· 
· za.Uan·s ·to- ·im:;rease the 
Steve Melo will chair the 
Consumer Action Center, 
which will truly be a very 
exciting and interesting pro-
ject for the chapter this year. 
PIRG recently won a grant 
from the Attorney General's 
office ·which will sponsor the 
Consumer Action Center in 
Bridgewater and also one in 
Taunton. The. students will 
have the chance to learn 
many of the consumer" laws 
and also. have the opportun;._ 
ity to get first hand expe:.. 
rience in· helping them solve 
the problems . they may 
encounter. · 
'The last group to be intro-
duced at the meeting is one 
that will have Judy Budnik 
servrng as Co-Chair woman 
along with Sharon Wolfe. 
Their project will be to inves-
tigate consumer issues, par-
. By being a MASS PIRG 
member they can prove, she 
· emphasized, that they care 
about their world, and want 
to·· make some changes, no 
matter·how small. That basi-
cally is' the philosophy of 
MASS PIRG. One does not 
have to --devote hot,trs and 
hours each week .. Just a little 
,bit of time and the belief in 
what you are doiog can go a 
long way. 
People In PIRG 
Steve Melo is a sophomore" 
sociology/criminology major 
who is currently getting prac-. 
tica1 experience as an intern 
working for PIRG this semes-
ter. Steve will .be the head of 
the ·new Consumer Action 
Center this spring at their 
Steve is a 20 year~old. 
South Dartmouth resident 
who is also an active member 
of the Law Club, serving as 
their Public Relations Direc-
tor. He feels that the expe-
rience students will get 
working<at the C.AC. w.iJJ be 
beneficiaf iri many ways; 
· "We .. have ·a ·chance to 
improve oµr writing and· 
research skills aswell as get a 
better understanding of Mas-
sachusetts Consumer rights 
and skiljs,'' Steve.said enthu-
siastically. "Many people are 
not even aware of their rights 
as a consumer." 
The Consumer Action 
Center should be a bonus to 
the Bridgewater area, with 
Steve and the other members 
working dili entl to hel 
.. ~ brave you11£1 Catholic!. ~re ]ou? 
Inside you there is so much of what the world need.s: Love, Faith, 
Courage and Idealism. The Third World of povert.y, ignorance and 
hunger is waiting for you ... needs you so badly with your courage 
and generosity. , 
1 The fife .of a missionary priest in the Third Worl~ ts no.t ~asy but If 
you are a young Catholic man, .brave and uns~l11sh, willing to . 
share your life and gifts, we urge .you to consider the ~lea ?f Jesus 
to help the poor -we invite YC?LI. to ~xplore the rewarding life that 
awaits you as a missionary prrest ~1th the Columban Fathers. 
we will send all the information you need -:-without.obligation. 
Just .fill out the information below ·and send to Father Michael 
Harrison, COLUMBAN FATHERS, 310 Adams Streetr Quincy, MA 




local consumers. As Steve 
notes, he will profit from the 
experience as well. 
"I view the opportunity to 
partake in such a program as 
being an invaluable learning 
experience in the undergrad-
uate career of any student," 
he said. 
With such dedicated 
~ ' ' ,t . 
center should be qu"ite a suc-
cess this spring. Details are , 
now in the final stages for the 
center, so watch this column 
for more information in the 
next few weeks. 
If you think you would like 
to take part in an interesting, 
beneficial cause, while 
adding to your educational 
experience and have a lot of 
fun, why not join the growing 
ranks .. of students joining 
MASS Pl RG? We are a non-
profit, non:..partisan organi-
zation dedicat~d to working 
on consumer and ·environ~ 
, mental ·causes. Stop by the 
BSC ·· ... ·· PIRG offi<;e ·· .. located 
across from the Rat in the 
Student ~Union. or call 697--
1200, extension 2313. 
,,. ................. . 
:. 1978 FIAT t 
• •• • 
• Runs well-looks great! + 
. ' . 
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Sports 
'********************************************************** 
BEARS BUSINESS c~ 
By Mike Storey 
Great winter weather, huh? 
The cross country ski busi-
ness is really booming these 
days. I'll have to make a trip to 
Florida to get away from all 
this dastardly colq weather. 
· Speaking of trips, quite a 
few of our varsity teams will 
be making post-season trips 
to regional tournaments. 
Barring any unforseen 
upsets, our women's· basket-
ball team, currently (19-3), 
should be selected for the 
NCAA Division Ill regional 
tournament which will most 
likely be held at Sa/em State. 
The girls came up with their 
best performance of the 
second semester this past 
weekend in a losing effort 
against MASCAC Cham-
pions- Salem State (79,;.72). 
Salem's Evelyn Oquendo's 39 
points overshadowed out-
standing performances by 
captain Jody Collicutt (best 
game of the year), Laurie 
O'Connell (best game of 
.career), and Cathy Baker (19 
rebounds). 
The Bears bounced back 
on Tuesday with a (72-48) 
victory over Fitchburg State 
with Cathy Baker leading the 
way scoring 24 points. 
Tonight ~hey take on West-
field State (6:00 pm) at. the 
Kelly Gym. They finish up· 
their season at home next 
week against North Adams 
State (Feb. 20, 6:00 pm) and 
Worcester State {Feb. 22, 
7:00pm). 
The men's swim team, cur-
rently (6-1 ), will oe sending 
almost the entire squad to the 
New Englands (March 2,3) in 
Springfield. Coach Yeske-
wicz is enjoying one of his 
best years here at BSC. 
. ' Jeanne Flynn shows h':_r stuff.Donahue photo, 
~ 
Th~y 'II Tumble 
For.Ya! 
. By Jeann~ Flynn 
The. BSC gymn.asts 
tumbled to an.other victory 
over U. Maine/Farmington 
(137~2 to 1'10.55) a.t their first 
home meet Saturday after-
noon .. before a very vocal 
crowd. The support gave the 
team highspirits to go along 
with their 't}Jgh scores. 
Leading the scores on vault 
were Holly McCarthy-:(7.6J, 
Capt. Cindy Parlee (7;6) and 
Nadine Lucas (7.6). Topping 
the unevens was Eleanor 
Marie Plotner with a (7.4). 
She's been the high scorer. 
consistently for SSC. 
Capt. Jeanne Flynn 
showed a big impr:ovement 
on bars achieving a personal 
best of (6~ 7) .' The girls 
showed lots of finesse on the 
balance beam with Gina Gal-
lerani (6.8) and Nadine Lucas 
· (6.45) performing soHd 
routines. · . 
Th~ floor .even·t ·vvas spec-
tacular. Each girl showed off 
their routines through crea.:. 
tive cjancing and high tum-
bling pa~ses. Nadine Lucas 
. (8.05.),and.Capt:.ChrisAnder .. 
son (7;6) improved th.e team's 
final score a full 5 points over 
their last meet. · 
· Coach · Lynn . M·azzaferro 
was very enthu.siastic over 
the victory, ''The meet went 
very weHand the high scores 
helped . us in our · overall 
stanpir,igs: I'm looking for-
ward to even·moresuccess as 
the s~ason.goespn. The girls 
ContinUed on _P~···.11• .... ~ ........... ~ ............. . 
The men's wrestling team · 
travels to WPI this weekend 
for .the New England tourna-
ment. Expected to do very 
well is Greg Wilson (12-1) 
who should be one of the top 
seeds in his weightclass (150 
lb.) .. 
The· women's gymnastic 
team (2-2) will be traveling to 
MIT on Feb. 25th for a Div-
ision Ill New England tour-
ney. By that time, coach 
Mazzaferro's troops ·should 
be peaked to do well overall. 
They close out their home 
schedule just before the tau r-
ney when they take on Coast 
Guard Feb. 23rd at 7:00 pm in 
the Kelly Gym. 
lntramurals 
All standings for all winter 
sports are posted in the Kelly 
Gym lobby. Check· to see 
where your team is - now that 
playoff time is getting closer. 
Note: Makeup games for the 
snow day in January and 
Super Bowl Sunday are 
posted. in the gym also. 
Check when· your team is 
playing. 
Spring season is getting 
nearer also. Anyone inter-
ested in being an intramural 
supervisor for softball (men, 
coed) and women's soccer 
should see Mike Storey (Rm·. 
114) in the gym. These are 
paid positions .. 
·Rosters for all spring 
sports: street hockey, softball 
and soccer will be available in 
two weeks. Startgetting your 
. teams together. 
B.A.l.R.S. 
The B.A.l.R:S. Club is still 
skiing· away even if the 
weather won't cooperate. On 
March 2nd (Friday) a day ski 
trip to Pat's Peak in Henniker, 
NH is planned. Cost is $15.00 
for your transportation and 
day ticket. , 
After Spring Break a ski 
weekend is planned for April 
4-6 at Sugarbush, VT. Cost is 
$90.00which includes round-
trip transportation, 2-day lift 
tickets, .accomodations and 
two breakfasts and one 
dinher. A deposit of $40.00 is 
needed to hold your place on 
the bus. People from the last 
trip know how much fun this 
is going to be. 
Also, a trip to the. Bruins -
LA Kings hockey game is, 
planned. Tickets are limited 
so it's first come first s~rved. 
Cost is $10.00 which.includes· 
your transportation and 
ticket See Mike Storey for 
information. 
A··Salute· to Clinicians 
'.t,Mey Q{OW, 
--m~w~:,;,~-·~~y,,,,. .. ,;QY~,,.,, .. ,q.pd laugh and 
e n t can easily be seen that share. 
ment...dedication and com- the Bridgewater State Col- They do so with Clinicians 
mitment, it doesn't mean a lege students in the clinic who 
thing to anyone today! Well, possess those qualities of Caringly persevere. 
to a group .of 100 volunteer spirit, attitudes of "mind that 
clinicians, assistant cfini- make. for. a radiant living. Devotedly they strive to 
cians and group leaders, Their dedication and com- meet 
representing ·many · disci- mitmer:itto the children make\ The potential they all feel. 
pll~es at Bridgewat~r State ". th~m ·adm~red' young men Fo-r it .is hope, not 
Cc>llege, it m~ans sornet~lng . anq ~wom~n. Lisa Gouveia impairment . 
veryspecia.l. It means prepar.:. expresses it best when she .That's meaning is most real.' )ng .:tor Saturday morning writes: 
· when '87 children and youth 
with special need.s cometo ··The morning breaks and 
.Kelly Gym to participate in with it ·come·s 
the clinicial physical educa.. Such hopes and dreams 
tion program. The "clinic", as· . anew. 
everyone knows it, seeks to Along with the courage to 
·· serve children that are identi- try · 
fied as having either physical, To make them all come true. 
cognitive, or emotion-so'cial 
proble·ms and special For it is this which counts 
emphasis is given to enhanc- the most 
ing the self esteem of each Within this love filled place. 
child. · The·thrill is ·not in winning 
"1tyou cometothegym, you But in 9ourage to join the 
will see group leaders arriv- race. 1 · 
And 1om the race these 
children do 
Thr~ugh each and every 
day. 
Their "handicaps" will not 
prevent · · 
A life of worth and play. 
It is this. play.through which , ~ . . 
The bond.· they share 
together is 
Of themselves they do 
believe. 
_And in this place, the more 
they give, 
Te~ times f!10re they 
receive. 
For we touch lives as life 
·goes on . , 
Becoming a true part. 
Here. they reach for each 
other's hand 
. And touch each other's 
heart. 
This place is ~illed with 
promise and . 
Enthusiastic song. 
A place to live and fove and 
learn. 
A soul's place to b'e-long. 
ing at 7:00 a.m. to review the 
organization for the oay. By 
7:30, all clinicians are setting 
up 1 equipment iri the three 
gyms. a pool, early interven ... 
tion room and classroom. 
Each week at 8:15 guestleC:-
turers from varied profes~ 
sional fields share their 
knowledge ~and expertise 
with everyone in the clinic. At 
9:15 a.m., eighty .. seven "rays 
of sunshine"(ilnter the doors 
of Kelly Gy·m and for two 
hours each 'Clinician and 
child under the leadership of 
an· administrative assistant 
(group leader) is involved ina 
bonding friendship. The two 
hours terminate with a dia-
~ log ue between each parent 
and at this time the ·progress 
of the.child is r:evlewed. The 
morning concludes with a 
The· Kelly Gym an<t Pool 
willbe closed Feb. 18.& 19. 
It · will . reopen Monday 
night at 6:00 p.m. 
' closure where validations are 
shared for jobs well' done, . 
and· goals and objectives are 
Have a nice·weekend! 
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Sports 
**•******************************************************* 
Wom·en Bears Hang Tough 
By Douglas Benson 
The team has weaved a_ 
clumsy path as of late, losing 
to Worcester,, winning over 
Framing ham State, and then 
losses to both Clark and 
Salem State which dropped 
BSC to a still fantastic 18-3 
record but a #3 ranking in 
New England and #15 in the 
country. Their last win was 
over Fitchburg, 72-48. 
The Salem State game was 
for the MASCAC champion-
ship and G. Oquendo from 
SSU m·ade sure it was theirs 
by leading the team in points 
(39) rebounds· (6) assists (5) 
and steals (4), leading the 
team to a 79-72 win. 
Bridgewater's tactics cen-
tered a~ound the old and not 
forgotten team aspect. The 
leading scorer and · ball 
stealer was Laurie O'Connell, 
16 points, 4 steals. Freshman 
Jo Ann Runge led all in 
assists with nine and forward 
Cathy Baker pulled down 19 
rebounds. A fine perfor-
mance was put in by Senior 
Jody Callicutt as sh.e had 10 
points and 1 o rebounds. 
The game itself was won at 
the foul line, for Salem State 
had 30 chances, hitting on 21 
of them. BSC had only 11 
chances, hitting on 6 of them. 
Underneath the basket the 
team outrebounded Salem 
by an exorbitant 36-22 mar-
gin, and the assist ratibn 
waso't even close, BSC 22-
12. Both steals and turnovers 
were · close between ·both 
teams. 
Even though the team lost 
the MASCAC championship 
to Salem, both teams were 
dead even when you look at 
it. In the first game Bridge-
water won by 7 and in the 
secc;md Salem waon by 7. 
pead even. The next game 
will be the big one now. 
Dedication and c~mmitment ... that's the clinicians at the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic. See 
story on p. 10. 
Men Lose to Salem State 
;,,;11,,,'.,;.,;.,,.,J!,)\~oe Gouveia B.S.C. with 19 points apiece. 
The first half stood with 
S~iem at a 50% field goal per-
centage, oppos~d to Bridge-· 
water's 34%. Bridgewater's 
free throws, however1 were at 
field goal percentages with 
49% for Salem and 36% for 
the Bears. Free throws were 
at 44% for Salem and 66% for 
SSC. Game finals were 
Salem with a 49% field goal 
and 36% for the Bears. The 
free throws finalized at 56% 
for Salem and 69% tor BSC. 
.,.,, 
On Feb. 11, the SSC men's 
basketball team suffered a 
85-69 loss to Salem State at 
the Kel_ly Gy·m. Wayne Hans-
com of Salem was top scorer, 
along with Mark Anderson of 
73%. . 




4:00 ~ 7:00 Al\1 Mon ... f ri. 
' 1 • ,_I, •• ,'· • . ,., '. ' 
ONcAMPUS'INTERVIEWS/Mbn~, Feb. 2711:00 AM'-1:00 PM 
Green Rm.-Student Union 
*SIGN UP & FILL .OUT APPLICATmN IN T."6 BEFORE MqNDAY 
For m;re .information visit the Student Employment Referral Servke 
office located on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall (T-6) 
Mark Dias was the only 
other SSC player scoring in 
double figures- 10 points for 
Mark. One main factorwas40 
rebounds for Salem opposed 
, to only 34 tor BSC. . 
Tomorrow the Bears face 
Westfield State. College at 
6:00 p.m. il'.1 the Kelly Gym. 
Go for it Bears! 
Tumble 
(from·p. !~) ....................... . 
are much more confident and 
their performances have 
shown it." 
Great work was put in by 
trainers Stacy Rondeau and 
Peter Krasner as well as team' 
manager Chris Flanders and 
her assistan-t· Frank DeMaria.: 
Corrie see the ·gymnasts 
"tumble for ya" at their final 
home ·meet against Coast 
·Guard Academy, February 
23, Thursday at 7:00 p.m. 
This is your last chance! 
THE NEWST AND 
THE INFORMATION/GENERAL INTEREST 
TALK PROGRAM OF RADIO STATION 
WBIM 
Host: 
Producer:· Sean Sullivan Co-Engineer: 
Mark Smith Ed Miller 
This week's guests .. 
Father Joseph McNamara - OMI 
Sister Jo-cinn Veillette SASV 
Tune· in W BJ M 91.5 FM 
Thursday, Feb. 16 at 6M7 p.m. 
DON'T MISS IT! 
Menu at Tilly 
and the Hill 
Thursday 
Assorted Juices 









Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh fruit . · 
Cheese Omelet 
Waffles 




Assorted Cold Cereals 
Fresh Fruit 






As~orted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit , 




















Toast/butter Ii elly 
Wednesday 
Assorted Juices 





T oast/b1,1tter /jel·ly 
Vegetable Soup 
Meatball Subs 









Hot Pastromi .on a Bun 
Grilled Pepper Steak , 
French Fries " 
Peas 
13eef Noodle Soup 
Cold Cut Italian Sub 
Chicken Croquettes w/ 
Supreme Sauce 
Home Fries · 
Sliced Carrots 
Clam Chowder 
Baked Macaroni & Cheese 




BLT Sandwich . 
Sloppy_ Jl'>e on a Bun 




Fishsticks on a Bun 
. Baked beans 
Spinach 
Vegetable Soup 
Shake n' Bake Chicken 
Meatloaf-w/gravy 










Roast Leg of Lamb 
Franks & Beans 
I brown bread 
Oven Brown Potatos 
Green Beans 
Cauliflower 
Beef No.odle Soup 













Breaded Veal Steak w/' 
Brown.Sauce 
Sp-aghetti. w/Meatballs 





V41b Hamburger w/Bacon 
Rice Pllaff 
Cauliflower w/Pimentos 
French Cut Green Beans 
...... 
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EXTBA CREDIT 
This part's easy; just check off 
the ones you want. You'll find 
many of them discmmted still 
more off our original low 
price. Sa.le starts now. 
-Sample: 
Men's Girbaud Wool Blend 
Sweaters 
F...etail $110.00 
Our Price $67.99 
Sale Price $45.90 
- Marithe & Francois 
Girbaud/Complements 
for women: 
c:::: wool blend sweaters 
c twill pants 
o pedal pushers 
o skinny cowboys 
o chambray-dyed sh.irts 
o big-pocket dress (hurry; only 
a few left) 
o cotton shirts & skirts 
-And, by our Famous Designer 
for women & juniors: 
o bold plaid cotton/wool shirts 
o rugby's 
o many shi.rtS: cords, flannels, chamois 
c: oversize blouses 
o corduroy pants 
o skirts (several styles) 
o double-breasted dresses 
for men &"'youths: 
~ five pocket western cords 
c summer cotton pants 
- Cruisewear & Spring Clothes 
llow Here.I · 
o dresses 
o jump SUits 




o men's pants & shirts 
o kidswea.r 
o overalls 
o oversiZe blouses 
- Xids' Stu.ff, tool 
To Cape Cod 
To Providence 
If You're Into Intelligent 
Clothes, Try This Test 
(because intelligent is the 
kin.Cl we sell) --
.TEST 
haS the moxie to sell Designer 
l . Wllat J?aroous Designer 
----------;----__ . ____ _ Underwear? 
. ted with a famous 
- is tten a.ssocm 2. What Famous Designer o 
( a.nd nubile) teen model? --. -------------
-------
~ reat a,ct,ivewear- tor men, 
US Designer rnake:o g . 3 . W]:1at Faroo 
women, juniors and children? 
-------
---------·-·----
. iS so fa.mous that his name doesn't 
What Famous Designer . . 
4. . ··we're not allowed to y.se 
. a.r in thiS a.d? (Troth ts, . 
need to a-ppe · · . . uality 
: 'big ro.scounts on his nrst-q , 
na.me because of our big. biS ._ 
.in-sea.son clothes.) 
N Bedford9 haS an outlet store in ew · 
What Famous Design.er 
5. . :rytrl.]ng iS ror,;counted at 
(That's right. ~ew Bedford.. .And fNe 
least 30% below re~i'~:0;>r ··------· 
WE'RE EASY TO FIND • •. 
Just 40 minutes south of Brockton ... Take 24 South to 140 South. Take 195 East and 
Exit 16, Washburn Street, New Bedford and follow the signs to 100 North Front Street. 
Open 10 to 5 dally; Thursday & Fr,day until B; Sunday 12 to 5. 
